1997 chevy silverado camshaft position sensor

Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts that fit your
vehicle. The camshaft position sensor in your vehicle tells the ECU which cylinder is firing. This
helps to sync your injectors and provides the coil firing sequence to the ECU. Camshaft
position sensor problems can affect a vehicle's engine timing. Rough idling, stalling, a drop in
power, slow acceleration, or reduced gas mileage could mean a bad cam sensor. If a camshaft
position sensor wears enough, it may stop sending any signal to your ECU. When this happens,
the vehicle may stop running and fail to start again. This can be dangerous if it happens while
driving. O'Reilly Auto Parts carries camshaft position sensors for many vehicles. Check out
what we offer for your car, truck, or SUV. Skip to content. Filter By. New Or Remanufactured
New Remanufactured Number Of Terminals 1 8 2 3 4 43 7 2 8 1. Terminal Type Blade Bullet 7 Pin
Car Select A Vehicle. Search With Vehicle. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare. Car
Check Vehicle Fit. Load More. It unbolts from the base plate. Timing would only be altered if you
rotated the entire dist side to side or removed the dist completely and re-installed on the wrong
point of the cam. As long as you tighen the sensor back down so that it clears the rotor you will
be good. The timing will not be affected unless the dist is physically moved. I would not use the
key to turn it over as it will crank fast and will most likely not stop on the correct spot. Use a
socket and breaker bar on the harmonic balancer bolt center of the main engine pulley turn
clockwise only. I want to start changing the oil on my Chevy Suburban Is it as simple as
removing the oil plug where is it? If so Is this the best fix for the reported thumping noise in the
steering column? Where would coolant be leaking from at the rear of the engine, drivers side on
a 98' suburban. I have a chevy suburban. The rear vents do not blow hot air when the heater is
on. Please help me. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Best Answer
Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Chevrolet Suburban question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Suburban Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. There are a number of
reasons why a crankshaft position sensor can fail , and a number of symptoms associated with
that failure. Problems with the crankshaft position sensor will often present as problems with
engine timing. If you think your sensor has failed, here are some common symptoms of a bad
crankshaft sensor that can help you in determining whether or not it has failed. As the engine
speeds up, there needs to be adjustments to spark timing and fuel injection. Without accurate
input from the crankshaft sensor, the engine control unit ECU can't make these adjustments as
well as it should. This can result in slow or uneven acceleration. Without accurate timing
information, fuel injection won't occur as efficiently as it should. That means the engine will
need to use more gas and your morning commute will use up more fuel than usual. Lack of
proper spark timing can cause a different problem: one or more of the cylinders may misfire.
That is to say combustion may be disrupted. You will feel, and maybe hear, this as a brief stutter
in the engine. You might feel that the engine runs rough or vibrates at idle, say, when you're
sitting at a red light. This is similar to the above in that it stems from poor spark timing. As seen
with rough idling, sometimes crankshaft position sensor problems are worse at low engine
speeds. Sometimes the engine might even stall out entirely at low speed if the fuel injectors
aren't giving it the fuel it needs. It might be hard to get your engine started without the fuel it
needs or without proper timing. If the crankshaft sensor has failed completely, and isn't sending
a signal to the ECU at all, then the computer won't send any fuel to the injectors. This will leave
you unable to start the car. A failing or failed crankshaft position sensor may cause the check
engine light on your dashboard to come on. A diagnostic scan tool will show a code between P
and P The check engine light doesn't always come on, though, so you could be experiencing
any of the above symptoms for some time before you see the warning light. There are a number
of different problems that can cause similar symptoms to a crankshaft position sensor problem.
Many of the issues mentioned above can be caused by failures in the ignition system or fuel
injection system. Before you conclude that the crankshaft position sensor is bad, you may need
to run some tests. If you are experiencing the problems mentioned above, then it may very well
be time to replace your bad crankshaft position sensor. However, before you replace it, you
might want to run some tests first to confirm that the crank sensor really is the source of the
problem. Check out this article from the experts at 1A Auto to learn more about how to test a
crankshaft position sensor. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of

how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close
the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Bad or Failing Crankshaft Position Sensor Symptoms
There are a number of reasons why a crankshaft position sensor can fail , and a number of
symptoms associated with that failure. Shop Crankshaft Position Sensors Acceleration
Problems As the engine speeds up, there needs to be adjustments to spark timing and fuel
injection. Reduced Gas Mileage Without accurate timing information, fuel injection won't occur
as efficiently as it should. Engine Misfires Lack of proper spark timing can cause a different
problem: one or more of the cylinders may misfire. Rough Idling You might feel that the engine
runs rough or vibrates at idle, say, when you're sitting at a red light. Stalling As seen with rough
idling, sometimes crankshaft position sensor problems are worse at low engine speeds.
Difficult Starting or No Starting It might be hard to get your engine started without the fuel it
needs or without proper timing. Check Engine Light A failing or failed crankshaft position
sensor may cause the check engine light on your dashboard to come on. Related Issues There
are a number of different problems that can cause similar symptoms to a crankshaft position
sensor problem. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year Asked by Wiki User. The Chevrolet K pickup truck camshaft position sensor is
located on the back of the cylinder head. The camshaft position sensor should be labeled as
such. The Chevrolet Malibu crank position sensor is located on the back of the crankshaft. The
rear engine cover will need to be removed in order to view the sensor. There about 4 inches
long and have a electrical wire in the end of them. It is on the side of the throttle plate right
across from the accelerator cable. The 94 and 95 are the same,no cam sensor. The and have a
cam sensor. The 97 has a cam sensor and the 94 does not. The has a cam sensor too. It is
mounted on the inside of the distributor. Under the cap. Left top side when looking at it. The
Chevy throttle position sensor is located on the firewall in the engine compartment. The throttle
position sensor will be in the center of the firewall. It is located in the back by 6 cylinder on top
of the motor between the heads. It is behind the harmonic balancer on the left front side of the
timing cover. It will have 1 bolt that holds it in. It is in the distributor. The knock sensor, in your
Chevrolet Lumina, can be found on the front of the engine. The knock sensor is near the top of
the engine. The Chevy Malibu crankshaft position sensor can be found on the back of the
engine. You will need to remove the rear engine cover in order to access the crankshaft position
sensor. English translation: "I have a Chevrolet Silverado. Keeps losing the battery charge, I've
checked the alternator. Can someone help me? The sensor is not adjustable. The position of the
camshaft sensor on your Camaro is dependent upon the type of engine in the Camaro. In most
cases the camshaft position sensor is on the back of the left-hand cylinder head. The Chevrolet
Silverado rear brakes should automatically adjust themselves. Every time you back the vehicle
up and hit the brakes the brakes adjust. The Ford F 4. The sensor will be connected to the fuel
injection rail. It's the sensor after the cat on the passenger side. Ask Question. Chevy Silverado.
Crankshaft Sensors. Ford F See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions.
Where is the camshaft position sensor located on a Chevrolet K ? Where is the crank position
sensor located on a Chevy Malibu? Where is the oxygen sensor in Chevrolet Silverado? Where
is the throttle position sensor on a Chevrolet Malibu? Does a Chevrolet 2. Where is camshaft
position sensor 5. P code for a Chevrolet Cavalier? Where do you add freon on my Chevrolet
Silverado? Where on a Chevy is the throttle Position sensor is located? Looking for camshaft
position sensor on the engine on Chevrolet venture van? How do you replace the camshaft
position sensor on a Plymouth voyager 3 L? Where is the crankshaft position sensor located on
a Chevrolet K? How does the timing belt go on a 5. What years can be used for Chevrolet
Silverado k rear bumper? Where to find knock sensor in a Chevy Lumina? Where is the crank
position sensor for Chevy Malibu? Tengo una Chevrolet Silverado pierdo la carga de la bateria
alternador checado alguien me puede ayudar? Where is the crankshaft sensor on a Chevy
silverado with a engine? Where is the camshaft position sensor located on a rs camaro? How
do you adjust rear brakes on silverado? Where is the throttle position sensor on f 4. Where are
the three oxygen sensors located on a Chevrolet Lumina 31? Trending Questions Who would
you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By
Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User.

How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed
Where is Chevrolet cam position sensor on Silverado? Unanswered Questions What values can
we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and
handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok
story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in
the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. I took the crankshaft sensor out and if I hold the bracket the sensor
moves in the bracket should it move of should it be stationary Do you. It should not move. If it
does, it will mess up engine timing along with other things. Check out the diagrams below to
see the sensor location and how to remove it. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thanks
for the answer I have replaced everything ignition wise but the camshaft sensor and crankshaft
sensor can one or both of these cause no start if so witch one is more likely Was this answer.
The crank sensor is most common. However, check to make sure there is no spark to the plugs
before you replace it. If there is spark, that isn't the issue unless it is a very weak spark. The
cam sensor actually times the injectors with the ignition. The crank sensor, on the other hand,
is responsible for engine timing. Thank you so much this has been a big headache to me. There
is no spark Was this answer. I hope I helped. Let me know how things go for you. Put the new
crankshaft sensor and still no spark I'm lost. The connecter to the ignition coil is very hot when
trying to start Was this answer. That connector shouldn't get hot. Disconnect it and make sure
nothing is shorting inside it. Make sure to check both sides of the plug. I'm so lost when I hold
up the wires bunched up it start but as soon as we let go of the wires it dies is it possible to
change the wiring harness Was this answer. Yes, the wiring harness can be replaced, but it's
not a quick job. Since the connector is getting hot, there has to be something shorting in the
connector itself. Check to see if any of the pins are bent, pushed out of position. Also, make
sure they are all clean so they make a good connection. If they all look good, take the covering
off the wiring harness to it and look for bare wires or damaged wires. NOTE: I have had many
experiences where the wires look good but are damaged or broken inside. Once you get the
covering off the wiring, do a visual inspection. If everything looks good, then move one wire at a
time until it starts for you. Take your time. You'll get it. Let me know what you find. Joe Was this
answer. I have done that it it is the wire that runs from the ignition coil to the ignition control
module it has almost been pulled plum out of the harness its a white wire when I hold it up it
runs and as soon as I let go it dies can you replace that ignition coil and ingntion control
module connecters Was this answer. The connector itself may be hard to find. Are you able to
make repairs to the one you have? No I am not. My local auto zone has the connecter well they
can order it for me. It is really expensive tho so I looked around at a couple of junk yards and
found a few Was this answer. Any luck? It starts but I have went thru 3 ignition coils. It smokes
and melts I have no clue what's going on with it. Guess I'm gonna have to give up and take it to
a local shop and see what they can do. Any suggestions I should do first and thanks for
everything Was this answer. You mean the coil melts? Are you certain the wiring was
reattached correctly? Something is supplying too much power. Yes the bottom of the coil melts.
I took it to a local shop yo have the connector to replaced and plus it also did it once before the
connector was replaced it has went thru 3 coils since I owned it about 3 months. I was reading
something about the altinator could be going bad and sending to much power but I'm just a
back yard mechanic I can change the oil plugs brakes and stuff but don't know much more than
that Was this answer. Yes, the alt can put out too much power. If you have a volt meter, check to
see the difference in battery voltage between when it's not running and started. It shouldn't go
much above 14v when running. I finally broke down and have sent it to a shop. In addition to the
ignition coil melting its still was throwing the code P I have had the can and crank shaft sensors
replace and it went a way for a few minutes but it popped buck up with in 3 minutes of running I
have done all I can so at the house and sent it to shop. Thank you for everything and as soon as
I hear from the shop I will let you know what they found. Again thank you so much for all the
help Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Crankshaft Sensor
Content. A crankshaft position sensor CKS is used to reference crankshaft rotation as the
engine is running while supplying feedback data to the main computer. This sensor is
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The cam sensor is located within the distributor

assembly and as such, it's rotated by the camshaft. This also means that a cam signal is
created and sent to the PCM once every two revolutions of the Crankshaft. The best way to test
the camshaft position sensor is testing in action such as the test I've written in this article. The
cam sensor can not be tested by a simple multimeter resistance test. And as I mentioned at the
beginning of the article the cam sensor test is done with a multimeter in Volts DC mode. So the
very first thing you need to do, to start your cam sensor troubleshooting, is to verify that the
camshaft position sensor is either producing a cam signal or not. Manually turning the engine
by hand is important because this is the only way that this test can be completely accurate. I
also recommend that you read this entire article first, especially familiarize yourself with the
working theory of the camshaft position sensor found in the subheading How The Cam CMP
Sensor Works. OK, here's the test:. Disable the fuel injectors by unplugging the large connector
located right behind the throttle body that supplies the fuel injectors, inside the plenum, with
power and their activation signal. This is important, since it will keep the fuel injectors from
injecting fuel as you're manually turning the engine. Disable the ignition system by
disconnecting the ignition control module or the ignition coil from their electrical connector.
This will keep the ignition system from creating and delivering spark to the spark plugs. Locate
the cam sensor's connector and remove some of the plastic wiring loom protector so that you
can gain access to the three wires inside. Using an appropriate tool, like a wire-piercing probe,
pierce the wire identified by the letter B shown in the image viewer this will be the middle wire of
the connector. To see what a what wire piercing probe tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing
Probe. Do not use the starter motor to crank up the engine, since your multimeter will not
produce the same accurate result as manually turning the engine by hand. Also, the cam sensor
must be connected to its connector. To go into more detail: if the camshaft position sensor is
working like it should, on your 4. This is good, and let's you know that the cam sensor within
the distributor is OK and not the cause of the cam sensor code lighting up the check engine on
your instrument cluster. I've had this happen to me before, where the cam sensor checks out
good and what really was happening was that this wire circuit labeled with the letter B had an
open-circuit problem and the cam signal was not reaching the PCM. This means that the
camshaft position sensor is not producing a cam signal that the PCM can use. With this test
result alone, you can't condemn the cam sensor just yet. Two more important things have to be
checked and they are: 1. That the camshaft position sensor is getting power and 2. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. As the
distributor rotor turns, The vane underneath and attached to the rotor interrupts the Hall Effect
sensor. When this vane, on the reluctor wheel, crosses the cam sensor, the cam sensor
produces one 12 Volt Pulse. When the vane, on the reluctor wheel, completely passes the cam
sensor, the 12 Volt pulse goes to 0 Volts. OK, here's the test: 1. All Articles: 4. Applies To:.
Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! For more
information go to Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine b
free chilton manual pdf
73 powerstroke injection pump
2004 ford freestar starter
y:. Camshaft Position Sensor part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results.
Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: WKP Part Number: AC Page
1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured
from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your
rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged
factory part. Established in , ACD Helpful Automotive Resources. Note that inline or straight
design engines only have one bank. PB is triggered when the PCM perceives a slow response in
the camshaft position phase change from the. Bank 2 refers to the part of the engine opposite
the bank containing the 1 cylinder. Code P may be triggered by an electrical or mechanical
issue. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

